Get ready to move some earth or anything else you’d like with the Little Tikes® Monster Dirt Diggers truck! Fill the truck at one work site, move to another, then lift the side of the truck bed to easily dump the load!

**CONTENTS**

- 1 Little Tikes® Monster Dirt Digger with removable Crane Arm
- 1 Construction Worker

**QUICK START**

1. Slide the Construction Worker through the roof opening and into the truck cab seat. (Fig. 1)
2. Grab the handy Truck Cab Handle (shown above) and drive your Monster Dirt Digger to an area where you want to move earth or other items.
3. Move the Construction Worker from the Truck Cab into the Crane Control Cab. (Fig. 2)
4. Twist and turn the Crane Arm until the claw is over the item to be moved. (Fig. 3)
5. Squeeze the Crane Bar to open the mouth of the claw, scoop up or grab your object, then release the Bar to close the claw. (Fig. 4)
6. Twist and turn the Crane Arm until the claw is over the bed of the truck.
7. Squeeze the Crane Bar once again to open the claw and deposit the object into the back of the truck. (Fig. 5)
8. Drive the truck to the area where you wish to empty the load.
9. Move the Crane Arm out of the way, lift the left side of the truck bed and flip it over to dump the load. (Fig. 6)
10. To detach the Crane Arm and use it separately press the Crane Removal Button. (Fig. 7)
11. To replace the Crane Arm, press and hold the Crane Removal Button, place the Crane Arm back on the truck (rotating it slightly if needed until it fits snugly) and release the button. (Fig. 8)

**CAUTION**

Do NOT play in an area which has broken glass, or other harmful objects.
Do NOT sit, stand, jump, or attempt to ride on the vehicle.